
VITALPEAK BS 100

VITALPEAK BS 100

Digital baby scale with stadiometer BS 100
is a great helper especially for mothers of newborns. In 
addition, thanks to the pull-out plate, you can also measure 
your baby. The BS 100 baby scale is equipped with the Tare 
function, which allows you to weigh the baby with clothes 
or a towel without affecting the weighing result. Another 
function is HOLD, which saves the measured values in 
memory. This feature is useful if you have a more active 
child who is constantly moving. The scale is suitable for 
weighing a child up to 25 kg. The ergonomic shape of the 
scale allows comfortable weighing of the child lying down.

Main advantages
of the baby scale BS 100

Comparison of measured weights

8 user profiles

15 positions for each user

Automatic shut-off

Clear backlit display

Big clear numbers

Maximum load 25 kg

Tare and Hold functions



VITALPEAK BS 100

VITALPEAK are modern and reliable products  
for your good quality and more comfortable  
life. The ease of use, quality and high  
functionality of the products ensure  
comfort that makes life easier.
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Name Infant scale

Type  digital with functions

Code BS 100

Product EAN 8594205620146

Power supply batteries

Batteries 4x 1,5 V AAA

Max. load capacity  max. 25 kg/55 lb, 46–80 cm,18,1-31,5 in

Measurement accuracy ≤5 g, ≤0,01 lb ≤1 mm, ≤0,1 in

Weighing area material plastic

Colour white

Length (mm) 604

Width (mm) 360

Height (mm) 89

Weight (g) 2500

Connectivity (Bluetooth) no

Automatic shutoff  after 2 minutes

Display LCD with backlight  

Overload indication yes

TARA function yes

Conversion kg/lb/oz yes

Other functions                                 HOLD function, memory 8 × 15 positions

Measuring tape in mm yes


